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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

As an aging population faces a dwindling care workforce, sensor technology is 

emerging that can assist organizations that provide care and help older adults to 

maintain independence. A fragmented market today is comprised of 

environmental, safety, health and movement technologies that capitalize on and 

extend the Internet of Things (IoT). These sensors already enable recording and 

deployment of AI to inform about status and predict future changes.  Moving 

forward, they will contribute to improving delivery of care with just-right alerts 

and useful analytics. Multiple barriers remain, including the difficulty and cost of 

integration of sensors.  

 

Over the next five years and beyond, the care industries will make more effective 

use of sensor technologies for detecting change in behavior. We will see expansion 

of Wi-Fi access in senior care. Older adults will benefit from introduction of ‘Edge 

computing’ in which device data is analyzed closer to the user.  Older adults will 

benefit from the ubiquity of voice, AI and camera technology in their 

home/residence of choice.  The cost of care will be rightsized – matching care 

capacity and improved wages for workers. And increasingly, insurers and care 

providers will include the role of sensors in the standard of care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The wall-mounted Lidar sensor talks to the patient in their language.  ‘Please 

don’t get up, someone will help you.’”  – Deepak Gaddipati, VirtuSense   
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INTRODUCTION   

 
Although sensors emerged as useful senior-related technologies more than a decade ago, their 

use was limited. Today’s perfect storm of tech innovation, labor shortage, and cost of care 

combine to make the use of sensors not only possible, but increasingly necessary.  

 

WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT?  
 

• Investors and funds that focus on older adults 

• Senior living organizations and professional home and health care companies 

• Vendors within or considering entry into the remote care technology categories 

• Technology platform providers  

• Telecommunication carriers 

• Social services and non-profits with focus on older adults 

• Healthcare providers, health systems and health plans – especially those that serve Medicare 

enrollees 

• Life science companies entering the digital therapeutics space 
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AGING AT HOME ALONE OR IN SENIOR CARE SETTINGS 
 

An aging population faces a dwindling care workforce – and a desire to stay put.  2022 has 

produced a series of simultaneous trends that put technology on notice.  More than 10 million 

people will be living longer and in their own homes (see Figure 1).  And the population with 

Alzheimer’s has grown to nearly 7 million (see Figure 2). The demand for home care workers, 

typically women, outpaces other types of care (see Figure 3). This growth signals a demand for 

workers to help both in-home and in senior living (see Figure 4). And according to CDC data, 

family caregivers are suffering a mental health crisis – over half indicating a decline in their 

health compromises their ability to provide care.  

 

 

      Figure 1 Single person older households Age 80+ by 2038                Source:  JCHS 
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https://www.cdc.gov/aging/caregiving/caregiver-brief.html
https://www.cdc.gov/aging/caregiving/index.htm
https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/
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    Figure 2 Number, Ages 65 or Older with Alzheimer's (millions), 2022   Source: Alz.org 

 

Senior communities and home care services are challenged to staff up needed care.    

The context for the role of sensors in care delivery is sharply defined by labor shortages 

throughout the care-related industries. According to PHI International, worker demand has 

grown 120% in the past 10 years and is expected to grow more than any other job category.  

Seventy-four percent of people with disabilities and seniors were unable to retain home care 

workers in 2021. And articles about shortages of care workers are stacking up: NPR (May 2022),  

Politico (July 2022), and the  New York Times (July 2022). 
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https://www.alz.org/media/Documents/alzheimers-facts-and-figures.pdf
http://www.phinational.org/policy-research/workforce-data-center/#tab=National+Data
http://www.phinational.org/policy-research/workforce-data-center/#tab=National+Data
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/25/business/home-health-aides-industry.html
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2022/06/02/new-yorkers-without-aides-face-burnout-during-home-care-crisis/9458825002/
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2022/06/02/new-yorkers-without-aides-face-burnout-during-home-care-crisis/9458825002/
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/05/05/1095050780/a-shortage-of-health-aides-is-forcing-out-those-who-wish-to-get-care-at-home
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2022/07/28/elder-care-worker-shortage-immigration-crisis-00047454
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/07/business/economy/women-labor-caregiving.html
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      Figure 3 Care Worker shortages as of 2020  Source: Center for Global Development 

 

Aging brings accompanying health issues and risks.  More than one in four older adults fall 

each year, whether tripping on a rug, slipping on a wet floor or experiencing health-related 

symptoms. Falls represent the leading cause of death from injury. Older adults living alone at 

home or in a community face multiple safety risks that they or their adult children hope to 

prevent or at least detect. Even in staffed senior living communities, where family or care 

workers may be present, technologies may play a larger role in improving the odds of aging in 

(the right) place for older adult ages 80 and beyond.  

 

“Families come to a home care agency or senior living community, and they have sticker shock. 

But passive monitoring technology could supplement family or home care.” – Nathalie de 

Vazeille, StackCare 
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https://www.cgdev.org/blog/covid-19-pandemic-underscores-labor-shortages-women-dominated-professions
https://www.cdc.gov/falls/index.html
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      Figure 4 Shortage of senior living workers in 2021 worsens Source: AHCA NCAL 

 

Despite labor challenges, care industries have been slow to adopt technology... 

Even with the care shortages – companies struggle with a myriad of barriers and concerns about 

the adoption of technology for their businesses.  By 2022, approximately half of the assisted 

living organizations in the US had high-speed Internet access to the resident units. Nursing 

homes had an even a lower penetration of broadband outside of common areas. And the home 

care industry has, to date, been hesitant to accommodate the cost of technology for franchises 

and workers – despite the difficulty of meeting care needs today. Some of that reluctance may 

have been cost, lack of tech support skills, or concerns about a tech vendor’s staying power. 

 

“The home care operator worries – who will monitor and will pay for it? But it is an investment 

in the business. It is like asking who will pay for the receptionist. Consider a gym – no one 

suggests that the members pay for the treadmills.” – Laura Mitchell, GrandCare Systems 

  

…But that is changing post Covid-19.  Technologies today may be more compelling. Why? It 

is increasingly difficult to fill home care shift minimums of 4 hours at a time, especially 

considering the cost of gas it may take to get there. And there may not be enough home care 

workers to drive to homes where the need may be greatest. Further, the shortage in senior living 

communities, including nursing homes, may seem even worse – multiple residents with dementia 

and incontinence can keep a short-staffed community of workers running. In the context of this 

crisis, the evolution of sensor technologies, including lower price and easier deployment, has 

begun to catch the interest of senior care organizations.  
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https://www.ahcancal.org/News-and-Communications/Fact-Sheets/FactSheets/Workforce-Survey-September2021.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/05/05/1095050780/a-shortage-of-health-aides-is-forcing-out-those-who-wish-to-get-care-at-home
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THE ROLE OF SENSORS IN TODAY’S WORLD OF CARE 

 

Use of sensors of multiple types is possible today... Sensor technologies are increasingly 

playing a role in the care and wellbeing of older adults. Whether it is a room-based ambient 

sensor, or variants like motion, LiDAR, or fall detection sensors, Wi-Fi sensing, smart cushion 

pressure sensors or wearable sensors. In addition to these categories, sound sensing (like falls or 

changes in voice) can also be relevant. Increasingly these sensors have the potential for enabling 

greater efficiency in delivering care in senior living or home care, as well as helping to preserve 

older adult independence at home for as long as possible. And it could be that sensors’ greatest 

potential, still unrealized, will be in detecting patterns, deploying learning from those patterns, 

and predicting improvement and/or preventing future problems for the aging or ailing person. 

 

…But the landscape is fragmented. Too often sensor-based offerings are sold piecemeal – 

value must exceed the device cost plus the integration effort. Interviewees informing this report 

represented multiples of those individual products shown in Figure 5 below – a camera over 

here, a motion sensor over there. While pilots and integration efforts are underway – companies 

that might benefit say that it is not straightforward to plug a new device into an existing 

ecosystem.  And efforts are only beginning that will deliver a standard that is applicable across 

all home devices. 

 

“As for the manufacturers, lots of smart people – they are making amazing things for themselves. 

No clue who the consumer is.” – Ryan Herd, Caregiver Smart Solutions 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6068532/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34696131/
https://blog.lidarnews.com/monitoring-elderly-in-homes-using-lidar/
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/12/7/3276/htm
https://www.electronicdesign.com/industrial-automation/article/21214331/electronic-design-wifi-sensing-the-next-big-wireless-movement
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30855391/#:~:text=The%20sensor%20will%20monitor%20local,development%20of%20a%20pressure%20ulcer.
https://www.ageinplacetech.com/page/future-wearables-and-older-adults-2021
https://www.wired.com/story/what-is-matter/
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Figure 5 Ambient sensors for an older adult                      Source: MDPI 

 

What are the types of sensors in the market today? 
The image in Figure 5 implies that all sensors play well together in the service of older adults.  

That figure is drawn from a comprehensive technology review published in 2021.  But today 

each is deployed either as part of a vendor-specific solution, or custom-integrated by housing 

developers or smart home installers. Here are predominant categories of sensing technologies on 

the market today, with more being developed: 

 
Camera – in-home only or streamed to the cloud.   Security cameras have long been used in 

or around a home to detect visitors, delivery people at the door, or traffic around the home when 

owners are away. And family members and older adults have resisted technologies that were 

perceived as invasions of privacy.  But newer offerings on the market have been introduced to 

help with remote monitoring and fall detection that do not show actual images of individuals, but 

rather use their imaging capability to determine locally (aka at the ‘Edge’)  if alerting is required. 

These include modified images with Vayyar Care (part of  Amazon’s Alexa Together), and 

offerings from VirtuSense, Kami Care, and SafelyYou.   

 

AI-enabled motion/movement – or lack thereof.  Motion sensing emerged more than a decade 

ago as part of the care of older adults. Placed sensors in the home could detect whether a person 

is up and about, had left the home, or perhaps had a fall – notably without a wearable on the 

https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/21/10/3549/htm
https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/21/10/3549/htm
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatacenter/definition/edge-computing
https://vayyar.com/care/b2c/how-it-works/
https://www.virtusense.ai/products/vstalert-1
https://kamivision.com/kamicare/
https://www.safely-you.com/fall-management-ads/
https://www.ageinplacetech.com/pressrelease/wellcore-announces-automatic-fall-detection-and-wellness-monitoring-system
https://www.ageinplacetech.com/pressrelease/wellcore-announces-automatic-fall-detection-and-wellness-monitoring-system
https://www.medicaldesignandoutsourcing.com/frost-sullivan-recognizes-beclose-as-a-technology-innovator-for-aging-independently-in-north-america/
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body.  Most of these startups did not survive, likely from a combination of factors: the cost of 

product or implementation was high, the network access was spotty, investors lost interest, or 

more simply, the market timing was not yet right.  

 

Internet of Things – alerting the landscape. Times have changed. The Internet of Things (IoT) 

emerged and became a feature of the Smart Home, thus offering new possibilities for remote 

monitoring of older adults living alone. Today motion sensing is now one of the AI-powered 

features offered by companies like Caspar.ai, Zemplee, StackCare, and SensorsCall.  And more 

new players arrive regularly, including AI-enabled Origin Wireless (Wi-Fi fall detection), 

Labrador Systems (AI-sensing robots), Kalogon (pressure sensing cushions) and CareDaily (AI-

assisted IoT).  

 

Sensor information can contribute to wellbeing 
In-home or in-community sensors of multiple types are on the market today. These use light or 

energy changes, such as Passive Infrared (PIR) sensing or Infrared (IR) sensing. Sensors can be 

based on in-home Wi-Fi, heat or motion sensing, gait changes, fall detection devices, and even 

the sound of falling. Sensors can be especially helpful during those periods of the day or night 

when an older person is alone. They can assist in tracking behavior changes, minimizing risk, 

and averting problems that can result in hospitalization or worse. Sensor problem sets can be 

generally categorized as environmental, activity-based, or health-focused: 

 

• Environmental (temperature, moisture, light, gas, smoke, fire, sound).   Family 

members worry about aging parents living alone and worry about their forgetfulness – for 

example, the risk of fire from a stove left on, or a flood from an unattended faucet. Tech 

is available today to make sure the stove is turned off when residents leave home; or they 

can alert in the event of a fire (for example, iGuardFire), as well as noticing when a 

faucet is left on. The notification could, alternatively, come from a Wi-Fi enabled smoke 

and carbon monoxide detector for example, from Kidde or as part of a home security 

system (such as a suite from ADT). 

 

• Activity based -- presence or movement in the home.  The category of sensors for 

well-being can detect whether a family member has returned from dinner or an outing, or 

whose departure was not monitored. These can be placed in the home or on the body. 

They can utilize types of heat (warm body or PIR) sensing, as well as accelerometers for 

fall detection. Air Tags on a belt or wrist can be used for tracking family members with 

dementia or more traditional GPS location tracking on the wrist or via pendant-worn 

wearables.   

 

• Health-focused.  According to Parks Associates, 54% of US households own a 

connected health device, either provider-prescribed or purchased by the consumer. As 

more individuals adopt devices that track vital signs – health risks may be better 

managed. These health signals include vital sign tracking such as respiration and 

https://www.medicaldesignandoutsourcing.com/frost-sullivan-recognizes-beclose-as-a-technology-innovator-for-aging-independently-in-north-america/
https://www.toptal.com/designers/interactive/smart-home-domestic-internet-of-things
https://www.ageinplacetech.com/page/future-smart-homes-and-older-adults-2021
https://caspar.ai/
https://www.zemplee.com/
https://stack.care/how-it-works
https://www.sensorscall.com/#HowItWorks
https://www.originwirelessai.com/
https://labradorsystems.com/
https://www.kalogon.com/technology
https://www.caredaily.ai/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_infrared_sensor
https://www.fierceelectronics.com/sensors/what-ir-sensor
https://www.google.com/search?q=sensors+that+detect+sound+falling&rlz=1C1ONGR_enUS1012US1012&oq=sensors+that+detect+sound+falling&aqs=chrome..69i57j33i160.5361j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#imgrc=4cY4YI6d5wCxOM
https://iguardfire.com/
https://carepenguin.com/2021/04/07/carepenguin-observes-water-use-to-indicate-the-well-being-of-an-elderly-loved-one-living-alone/
https://www.kidde.com/home-safety/en/us/products/kidde-smoke-carbon-monoxide-alarm-with-smart-features/
https://www.adtsecurity.com/
https://learn.adafruit.com/pir-passive-infrared-proximity-motion-sensor/how-pirs-work
https://forums.macrumors.com/threads/using-an-airtag-for-tracking-elderly-family-member-with-dementia.2299814/
https://forums.macrumors.com/threads/using-an-airtag-for-tracking-elderly-family-member-with-dementia.2299814/
https://caringvillage.com/product-review/top-10-products-track-elderly-location/#:~:text=The%20use%20of%20GPS%20Trackers,members%20of%20people%20with%20dementia.
https://www.safewise.com/blog/heart-rate-monitors-seniors/
https://aginginplace.org/medical-alert-systems/best-medical-alert-necklace-for-seniors/
https://aginginplace.org/medical-alert-systems/best-medical-alert-necklace-for-seniors/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/parks-associates-54-of-us-internet-households-own-a-connected-health-product-unlocking-new-value-for-remote-care-applications-in-health-and-senior-care-301599995.html
https://www.bannerhealth.com/healthcareblog/advise-me/why-you-should-track-these-important-vital-signs-at-home
https://support.ouraring.com/hc/en-us/articles/360025443174-An-Introduction-to-Respiratory-Rate
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monitoring of EKG changes.  Some devices, including smartphone apps, could be used in 

a room. Or information can be collected from a wearable device or sensor on the body. 

 

“Medical sensors for the most part are still silos. Bringing that all together with 

other existing sensors in the home into a useful always-on service will better allow the 

elderly to stay in their own homes.” – Mike Mazzola, CEO, Lamprey Networks, Inc. 

 

Sensors enable recording and analyzing change over time 
Patterns and corresponding analytics make the difference.  While useful as a tool to avert a 

problem, the real benefit from sensor data will be in the analytics and predictions that sensors 

enable. Simple sensors can be combined through data collection and AI into warning signals of 

changes that matter. It may seem obvious, but these must be combined with robust (and 

frequently updated) profiles of individual patients or care recipients, to determine which changes 

are significant. For example, based on a quantified fall risk score, older adults could be 

encouraged to obtain Physical Therapy for strength and improved bone density. What 

capabilities exist today to track important changes and enable recommendations? 

 

“The prior sensing technology was binary – is there movement, YES/NO.  Data coming out of 

solutions today requires specific analysis, quantifying fall risk, for example.” c Kristen Hanich, 

Parks Associates 

 

• Signs of health decline – bathroom trips and UTIs.  Whether at home or in senior 

living, there are multiple uses of health sensors for older adults. For example, they can be 

used to detect whether a person is breathing or exhibits symptoms of COPD or Sleep 

Apnea.  And a smart scale like Zibrio’s can record data to detect change in balance over 

time. Patterns of behavior can suggest the possibility of a urinary tract infection (UTI). 

 

“These apartments we manage can grow with you (starting at your move-in stage). We 

will use technology to detect when human intervention is needed.” – Jake Rothstein, 

Upside 

 

• Early detection that averts health crises. Whether it is blood pressure, weight scales, 

gait analysis, fall detection or changes in cardiac status, sensors in the home can help 

avoid hospitalizations for older adults with chronic conditions. But today the data from 

these are passed separately from sensor to in-home AI or more likely to the cloud. 

 

“Firms have told us they need a “Future of Sensors Strategy” – our offering provides AI 

bots listening to streams of data – ranking patients for ‘human attention needed.’” – 
David Moss, Care Daily 

 

https://www.kardia.com/
https://anura.ai/
https://www.healthline.com/health/fitness/heart-rate-monitor
https://www.dexcom.com/
https://www.zibrio.com/
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• Monitoring care helps avert crises due to dementia, fall risk or wanderers.  The 

stories of individuals wandering away from (or around in) a senior living community are 

famous. They contribute to a reputation collapse that may be irredeemable and lead to 

lawsuits or major business issues. Since the emergence of those scandals, tracking of 

individuals with dementia has begun to evolve towards more use of wearables or in-room 

sensors – beyond doors clanging shut and alarms. While in-room and more state-of-the 

art on-body sensors have improved and declined in cost and easier implementation, the 

senior living industry has not yet fully embraced them. But change may be underway. 

 

“Note that even in senior living, 94% of falls go unwitnessed. Caregivers and clinicians 

need better tools to understand the root cause of these falls.”  – Tom Bang, SafelyYou   

 

  

https://www.pintas.com/blog/assisted-living-giant-emeritus-ordered-to-pay-23-million-in-wrongful-death/
https://archive.tcpalm.com/news/eve-samples-three-years-later-no-sign-of-77-year-old-assisted-living-patient-ep-379336933-342442821.html/
https://www.rosenfeldinjurylawyers.com/news/assisted-living-facility-falls/
https://www.rosenfeldinjurylawyers.com/news/assisted-living-facility-falls/
https://www.mcknightsseniorliving.com/home/companies/brookdale-having-trouble-filling-beds-after-emeritus-deal/
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Why sensors help care staff deliver more effective care 

The time is right for examining the future of sensor technologies which can help optimize the 

care workforce and processes. Given that they can be helpful for detecting and averting crises, 

what will push organizations into further evaluation and possible deployment?  

  

The crisis of care staffing – we know there isn’t enough.  Sixty-one percent of nursing homes 

have limited admissions due to staff shortages. Some worry that the industry cannot 

recover.  Since January of 2020, 400,000 nursing home and assisted living workers have quit. 

The shortage is keeping people in the hospital for longer than their health status warrants. 

And the shortage of home care aides is only going to worsen over the next decade. Furthermore, 

both CDC and AARP data shows a shortfall in the supply of family and informal caregivers. In 

fact, family caregivers will be increasingly likely to be paid for the care they provide. 

Can sensors also have an impact on staffing challenges?  You know the long hall – it’s where 

the hospital room or apartment of your family member was situated – all the way at the end. 

Never mind that the location was isolating for the resident or patient. Consider the staff’s daily 

and nightly workload of check-in walks.  Now think about appropriately placed sensor 

technologies – motion sensors, radio waves, localized AI cameras, near or on-body movement 

detection technologies. All are designed to monitor activity or its absence. Mrs. Smith is asleep 

and comfortable, but Mr. Jones is pacing around the room and tries to get outside. And nursing 

home residents in wheelchairs need assistance in repositioning.  

“A person trips, falls, is hospitalized. They can’t go home due to decreased mobility or lack of 

supervision. Let’s send them home with a tech package and treat them there.”– Ran Manor, 

Baycrest 

 

Improved workflow for staff and better communication with families.  Once it was viewed 

as adequate to respond to family calls by asserting without any detail that ‘it seems your mother 

had a pretty good night.’ Those days should be over. Using sensors and sharing the data with 

family members can reassure them that the facilities staff or home care workers are doing the job 

AND that a family member is okay.  

 

“The overnight wellbeing of the care recipient is important. With sensor technology worn by 

individuals and staff, there is data for shift turnover – noting what happened on the prior shift.” 

– Adam Sobol, CareBand 

 

Noting condition and movement can enable targeted staff intervention.  The combination of 

monitoring and precisely targeted intervention, especially at night, could optimize staff 

workload – alerting and sending them where help is needed, instead of the traditional long-hall 

check-ins involving opening doors and disturbing sleep. And sensor technology can help family 

members whose aging relatives may be living alone and at some risk. But if sensors could, as 

one interviewee noted, save a few hours of time here and there, that can add up. Risk is reduced 

with improved safety of care recipients who may be alone for hours at a time. And appropriately 

https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2022-06-29/staffing-shortages-have-u-s-nursing-homes-in-crisis
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2022-06-29/staffing-shortages-have-u-s-nursing-homes-in-crisis
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/02/22/1081901906/the-pandemic-pummeled-long-term-care-it-may-not-recover-quickly-experts-warn
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/02/22/1081901906/the-pandemic-pummeled-long-term-care-it-may-not-recover-quickly-experts-warn
https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/exclusives/96678
https://www.winknews.com/2022/04/15/trust-verify-severe-shortage-of-home-health-aides/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/caring-for-family-doesnt-have-to-be-unpaid-work-11662316231?mod=Searchresults_pos1&page=1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6193584/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6193584/
https://www.medica-tradefair.com/en/News/Topic_of_the_Month/Older_Topics_of_the_Month/Topics_of_the_Month_2019/Ambient_Assisted_Living/Ambient_Assisted_Living_sensors_for_seniors
https://www.medica-tradefair.com/en/News/Topic_of_the_Month/Older_Topics_of_the_Month/Topics_of_the_Month_2019/Ambient_Assisted_Living/Ambient_Assisted_Living_sensors_for_seniors
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managed sensors could help delay the move to a higher level of care that neither the resident, 

staff, or family wants.  

 

Analytics enable understanding of how a particular community is performing.  Today there 

are still communities that flip a door indicator when a resident leaves the unit for breakfast.  

However, they could have had an incident (such as a fall) in the room that had happened hours 

before the doors are checked. With sensors in the apartment, automated check-ins at night and in 

the morning are feasible – and their labor savings can be calculated over time. 

 
“Every day, a caregiver goes into a facility and takes notes about the situation – but instead of 

check-ins of 57 apartments every three hours, analytics about what is happening are generated 

automatically. They will save the equivalent of at least one FTE, plus help delay the move from 

Independent Living to Assisted Living.” – Ashutosh Saxena, Caspar.ai 

 

 

Categories and examples of sensors in use today 
Today’s sensor market includes a broad variety of sensors and behavior markers that can trigger 

action or update data for subsequent analytics and advice.  It is a particularly appropriate time for 

evaluating them in the labor-constrained care markets. Limiting in-person check-ins in 

communities to those in actual need could free up existing staff.  And for home care operators, it 

is feasible today to reduce trips (or shift duration) for individual homes, but still stay in touch and 

fully aware of the wellbeing of the care recipient or older adult as they age (see Figure 6).  The 

types of sensors fit into a process to identify and respond to change, including: 

 

: 
         Figure 6   The sensor-based process to support aging                        Source:  NIH 

 
Environmental. Today devices can be placed in the home that can detect environmental changes 

– including air quality, monitor and set temperature, detect changes in humidity (a signal of 

water in the home), light changes, or listening for sounds in the environment that may signal a 

problem.   

 

       

         

        

             

               
        

         
       

         

         

      

             

           
      

          

         

         

     

           

         

         

          

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK563117/
https://www.enertiv.com/resources/blog/lessons-indoor-air-quality
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“If there is a loud sound – we can tell you and send the caregiver a clip of the sound if it is 

something of concern.” – Fereydoun Taslimi, SensorsCall 

 

Safety. Sensors can be used to detect falls, departure or entrance to a room, a building, or a 

defined off-limits region. And the lowest cost, such as motion-activated night lights, can be 

bathroom trip life savers. Other sensors can be used to detect stove usage, running water, or 

notable changes in temperature. Most sensors are placed or mounted somewhere in a room.  But 

with the recent introduction of Wi-Fi sensing, as with Origin Wireless, the visual perspective can 

be expanded. 

 

“Radar, passive infrared sensors, and cameras have a limited field of view – a cone of coverage. 

Wi-Fi changes the game – one access point sees through walls.” – Dan Bugos, Origin Wireless 

 

Health. Motion sensors can note bathroom trips, indications of a possible UTI. They can also 

detect heartbeat using LiDAR. Wheelchair-bound individuals can avert pressure sores through 

use of a smart wheelchair cushion, track and predict changes in respiration or heart rate, or note 

other health status changes, such as via a diabetic sensing boot from Sensoria.  

 

“Some products require high cognitive function from the user or check-ins from loved ones and 

caretakers.  But sensors in a smart cushion can detect possibility of uninterrupted pressure or 

failure modes and alert appropriately and in time.” – Tim Balz, Kalogon 

 

Movement. Sensors can detect lack of motion, or unusual motion in a bathroom through use of a 

privacy-protecting image or with a wearable to track an individual wanderer. Modifying actual 

images as a form of privacy protection emerged with research done at the University of Missouri. 

Wall-or-ceiling mounted radar devices from firms like Vayyar and others helped evolve the 

concept of fall detection to the next stage. 

 

“We had a person fall in the bathroom – she crawled past the pull cord.  The device saw that she 

was on the ground and got her assistance.”  – Marc McGrann, Vayyar 

 

The barriers to adoption are daunting, but can be overcome 
 

Lack of Wi-Fi in the home or community can lead to Edge AI.  Although lack of Wi-Fi 

continues to be a barrier to robust deployment of technology for older adults, other options have 

emerged and enable care. These include cellular-based tools like smartphones, ‘Edge 

technology’ (analysis of data directly on or near the user versus transmission to the cloud), use of 

alternative Wi-Fi shared access methods for sensors like Amazon Sidewalk, or use of an onsite 

server that analyzes events before transmitting an alert.  

 

https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/origin-wireless-ai
https://www.synopsys.com/glossary/what-is-lidar.html
https://www.sensoriahealth.com/diabetic-foot-ulcer-boot/
https://www.interimhealthcare.com/about-interim-healthcare/news-media/news-desk/university-of-missouri-develops-new-radars-to-prev/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9429253
https://vayyar.com/care/b2b/overview/
https://www.equinix.com/resources/analyst-reports/gartner-distributed-enterprise-predictions-2022?ls=Advertising%20-%20Web&lsd=22q1_enterprise_digital-infrastructure--not-applicable_/resources/analyst-reports/gartner-distributed-enterprise-predictions-2022_dm_obility_paid-search_google_us-en_AMER_digital-edge_demand-gen&utm_campaign=us-en_google_paid-search_digital-edge_dm&utm_source=google&utm_medium=paid-search&utm_content=digital-infrastructure--not-applicable_gartner-distributed-enterprise-predictions-2022&gclid=Cj0KCQjwkt6aBhDKARIsAAyeLJ1A4jwktMSauQFxdS-aIXfyXrAxkWLhCpFjNTU656Q18tbUEgsB0NEaAm3ZEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=G7BKGVUDG7GEN49X
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“Some new approaches require very low bandwidth use of sensors. The data is analyzed at the 

‘edge’, that is on the device itself, rather than transmitted to the cloud for processing.” – Deepak 

Gaddipadi, VirtuSense 

 

Appropriate messaging to caregivers and older adults. Instead of the impression many may 

have that big brother (or sister) is watching and noting every move, messaging of products and 

services must be placed into the context of helping to improve wellbeing as individuals age. The 

specific sensing performed seeks an exception to a behavior pattern – which can make a big 

difference to an older adult who wants to remain in their current home.    

 

“The vast majority of older people and their caregivers have not got a clue as to what smart 

technologies are about. The next player that will embrace this will do so based on urgency and 

motivation about dollars lost, overburdened families, and short labor supply.” –  Stephen 

Golant, University of Florida 

 

Lack of awareness limits utility – for the old-old, but also for the young-old.  Today, there is 

a growing population of 12 million solo agers – they live and are alone by choice, some in rural 

or more remote suburban settings. They may be unwilling to move, especially into congregate 

communities. But just as the home alarm system has made individuals feel safer, so can sensor-

based offerings do the same – especially when deployed while individuals are younger. That 

could mean in existing homes, but also 55+/active adult communities, newly developed 

Independent Living communities, and tech-enabled Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing Facility 

(SNF) properties. 

 

“We need to change the perspective – consider this as a service to help support you as you age.  

That will be a big shift – a support tool for seniors who are younger.”  –  Amanda Forsyth, 

Cognitive Systems 

 

Privacy and security concerns.  Who gets the data – and do they want or will use it?  This 

nascent industry must be sensitive to perceptions of a surveillance culture without any return for 

the value exchange of personal data. Raw streams of health data or activity monitoring is 

necessary to populate analytics and prediction of change – but is of little interest (and high 

administrative burden) to health providers or care organizations. However, alerts about important 

change can matter a great deal. For example, medication changes for Parkinson’s patients may be 

necessary when detecting changes in stability.  But even with appropriate permissions, the 

recipient’ status may change and must be reviewed, a process enabled with sensor input. 

 

“As for analytics and dashboards, people do not want all that data. They want insights.” – Ajay 

Gulati, Kami Vision  

 

Cost of implementation.  Although Covid-19 triggered a groundswell of interest in technology 

in senior living communities, especially in telehealth, major tech investments (like Wi-Fi in 

https://www.nextavenue.org/series/solo-ager-thrive/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2019/08/14/how-doctors-really-feel-data-your-apple-watch-fitbit/1900968001/
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individual units) are still viewed as a cost, not yet seen as a cost savings (avoiding move-outs or 

transitions to higher levels of care). The introduction of the new Matter standard and subsequent 

vendor adoption may end dependency on in-home Do-It-Yourself (DIY) proprietary tech 

dependent on multiple hubs and frequent updates (see Figure 7). 

 

 
      Figure 7 The Do-It-Yourself Smart Home sensor world 

 

“The Achilles Heel for sensor use is data integration – we need to get away from multiple, siloed 

systems that gather sensor data to a consolidated approach that contributes directly to 

personalized delivery of all types of care.” – Michael Skaff, Jewish Senior Living Group 

 

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=sensors+that+detect+sound+falling&rlz=1C1ONGR_enUS1012US1012&oq=sensors+that+detect+sound+falling&aqs=chrome..69i57j33i160.5361j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#imgrc=4cY4YI6d5wCxOM
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FUTURE OF SENSORS AND OLDER ADULTS 

 

Standards adoption will simplify deployment of sensors. Within the next five years, tech 

vendors will likely comply with at least some aspects of the Matter standard.  The corporate 

promoters of the standard claim it is intended to make the vision of the smart home a reality, 

facilitating easily connected devices (see Figure 8). Will that make it easier to use sensors, and 

therefore make their adoption more appealing? Only when pioneering organizations lead the way 

and make it so – as some of these companies surely could with their own customer base. 

 

“Big problems often start with little changes. Consider that a robot has sensors on it and can get 

readings closer to the person. Can that help tell us Mom is starting to limp, or that her activity is 

gradually declining?” – Mike Dooley, Labrador Systems

 

Figure 8 The corporations with stated commitment to the Matter standard 

 

Asynchronous caregiving practices will emerge. Supplementing scarce work staff with sensors 

will become part of professional care delivery. It’s true that sensors will not do the jobs that only 

hands-on care can deliver. But for night shift monitoring of residents, it seems unimaginable that 

senior living organizations would continue to cobble together temp workers to fill shifts of hall-

walking staffers. It’s not likely that home care organizations could continue to turn down 

contracts due to lack of workers to fill full shifts. Or that family members would continue to stay 

home to fill gaps in care. Instead, in the future, hands-on care will be optimized and 

supplemented with tech-enabled monitoring.  One option, yet to be tried, is the collaboration 

among care providers to share the just-right number of workers for the just-right assignments. 

Perhaps these could be based on time-of-day or location, perhaps based on skill requirement – 

and analysis of sensor-based information and trends will be enablers.     

 

https://csa-iot.org/all-solutions/matter/
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“We need to offer home care around the clock even when a human care worker is not there.  

Imagine that I have a Care Pro there from 8-6 pm, but after that I have another Care Pro – 

technology sensors.” – Sandy Jen, Honor 

 

Cost of care will be rightsized.  Because of the combination of sensing technology with in-

person assistance, the cost of care will be more closely aligned with what families and 

organizations should and can afford. As junior staffers are brought on board, they will be shown 

the career path available to them, including or a new role, Management of Care Technology. 

 

“We need to attack the mundane and boring tasks – replacing long walks to check on people. 

Edge AI and sensors can triage requests and direct the most appropriate resources towards 

needs and optimize care with ‘interrupt-driven, just right check-ins.” – Ravi Bala, mentor, 

AgeTech / AssistiveTech startups 

 

Predictive analytics will be targeted and actionable. Without accurate and useful analytics, 

sensor technologies are just gadgets. Their history has been primarily as alerting devices – with 

too many false notifications that are easily ignored. Often incident detection is too late to prevent 

injury. The key to utility in healthcare and senior care settings will be the automated production 

of analytics that aid in decision-making – who fell and why? How often? Moving forward, who 

is likely to fall in senior living, but also in home health and private duty home care settings?   

 

“We will become more and more dependent on devices.  We should assume that we will start 

delegating some care routines to AI engines – reducing the cognitive load of manipulating 

information. Knowing is better.” –  Aparna Pujar, Zemplee 

 

Data privacy protections will part of sensor solution planning.  Armis, a healthcare IoT 

platform vendor, noted in a white paper that one the five key vulnerabilities in healthcare data 

security is The Internet of Things. In their research, 63% of healthcare companies reported a 

security incident related to ‘unmanaged IoT devices.’ Those evaluating sensor implementations 

must include device security in their requests for proposals. 

 

“We generally trust our doctor and nurse to be good stewards of our personal health 

information, but not the government, pharma, health plans or tech companies. Yet clinicians are 

overburdened with too much data – they want the exception, but that’s not what they generally 

get.”  – Jane Sarasohn-Kahn, THINK-Health and Health Populi blog 

 

Sensor technology will enable moving care from institutions to home. Older adults who live 

alone do not want to be transferred to a nursing home after hospital discharge. For some 

individuals, discharge processes in the future will need to incorporate an easy-to-setup sensor 

package, with monitoring by professionals and family. Private duty and home health agencies are 

well-positioned to recommend these packages, and their own labor constraints may push them 

into doing so. 

https://www.armis.com/white-papers/medical-iot-device-security-for-healthcare/?utm_medium=paid-search&utm_source=google-search&utm_content=&utm_term=internet%20of%20things%20healthcare_p&utm_campaign=Healthcare-Americas-EN-Search-Lead_Gen&sfdcid=7011n0000007sgaAAA&gclid=Cj0KCQjwkt6aBhDKARIsAAyeLJ2x2ryErrBe0vRF-AjUrxukLrioSWlZ76QUavNBM_7DrQvVwFQ-XC4aAh79EALw_wcB
https://www.enterprisenetworkingplanet.com/security/5-healthcare-data-security-challenges/
https://www.enterprisenetworkingplanet.com/security/5-healthcare-data-security-challenges/
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WHY THE FUTURE OF SENSORS MATTERS FOR AGING 
Peer into the crystal ball of tech change – look five years and beyond.  Given the likelihood of 

high-speed internet access in nearly all settings, given the sizable wealthy older population, 

given their housing preferences and location – how will the current environment evolve? 

 

Technology ubiquity will transform independence and care. In the post-Covid world, older 

adults will expect, well into their 80’s, to be aging in their own homes. They will expect to 

leverage now-ubiquitous high-speed Internet (which will be viewed as essential as drinking 

water.)  Senior living organizations will have enterprise-wide Wi-Fi – or be out of business 

through consolidation or bankruptcy that is the result of low occupancy. 

 

Today’s unpaid family caregiver will be reimbursed from sensor-based verification.  The 

care shortages today will be mitigated by a variety of tactics, not limited to, but including 

payment of family caregivers, validation of their time in the home, as with paid caregivers, 

performed by arrival-departure sensor tracking.  

 

Standalone technologies will remain on store shelves. Solution providers that thrive will be 

integrators of sensors, Wi-Fi, voice, and camera technology and beyond, with or without a 

widely accepted Matter standard. New homes, especially in the booming 55+ markets, will offer 

tech packages that will enable aging at home. Standalone technologies will be left on the shelves 

for determined DIY explorers and retail technology service organizations – such as Best Buy 

Geek Squad or Umbrella (acquired by Angi Home Services as a Task Rabbit for seniors) to assist 

DIYers. 

 

“Sensor technologies will be more integrated into 3rd party solutions.  People need to trust the 

outcomes of these technologies.” – Michael Abcunas, Stanley Healthcare 

 

Insurers will discount based on the analytics of sensor use.  Sensor technology will 

increasingly be part of healthcare cost control strategies of providers and insurers.  As of 2023, 

almost have of Medicare recipients will be covered by Medicare Advantage plans that will 

increasingly incorporate telehealth and Remote Patient Monitoring.  Analytics from sensor 

technologies will be part of the standard solutions that can manage or reduce healthcare costs. 

Plan prices will reflect those changes, just as smoke alarms are related to homeowner’s insurance 

pricing. 

 

“Medicare Advantage plans will increasingly incorporate sensors and other monitoring into 

their business.”  –  Howard Teicher, Medical Guardian 

  

https://www.bestbuy.com/site/services/geek-squad/pcmcat138100050018.c?id=pcmcat138100050018
https://www.fastcompany.com/90592458/exclusive-iac-acquires-umbrella-the-popular-household-help-service-for-senior-citizens?partner=rss&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=rss+fastcompany&utm_content=rss
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Sensors will contribute directly to delivery of healthcare 

As rural hospitals close and large hospitals struggle with staffing, sensors will play a bigger role 

in delivery of care, regardless of setting. In-person triage of acute care incidents will be 

augmented by remote patient and activity monitoring with combinations of smart cameras, health 

and activity sensors, all used to prevent costly admissions.  In addition to today’s greater 

dependency on data transmission to the cloud, more sensing and analysis will occur in the 

growing number of edge devices. Compare today and contrast it with the future and as always, it 

has promise (see Figure 9 and Figure 10)! 

 

  SENSOR USE TODAY       FIVE YEARS & BEYOND  

Used for detection Used for prediction 
Periodic review of reports, dashboards Automatic delivery of AI-derived insights    
Sensors are added feature Sensors are designed into new communities 
Fixed context in sensor data AI asks questions to improve insight 

Broadband not 100% available Broadband standard in seniors’ homes 
Data must be transmitted to cloud Data is processed within an edge device 
Staff does check-ins System does check-ins 
Home care dependent on labor Sensor-enabled 24-hour monitoring 

Continuing Care Retirement Communities CCRC without walls and home care 

Hospital to rehab Hospital to home 

Wander detection alerts Sensor-enabled wander management 

Manufacturer-defined use cases User-defined new care services 

Sensing technology as aftermarket install Part of new home design, tech is activated 

Privacy and security added Privacy and security by design 

Care plans are independent of technology Sensor-enhanced care plans 

Fitness, fall detection use cases Motion aware (fitness, gait, steadiness) 

Low-frequency biometric spot checks Continuous biometrics monitoring 

Sensors focus on incident alerting Sensor trends lead to concierge services 

Voice technology is consumer-focused Voice is one of multi modes in enterprise 

 Figure 9 Sensor usage today, sensor usage in and beyond five years 

 

https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatacenter/definition/edge-computing
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Figure 10 A more coordinated world of sensors for older adults                     Source: MDPI 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/17/11/2496/htm
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https://www.carebandremembers.com/
https://www.caredaily.ai/
https://caregiversmartsolutions.com/
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https://labradorsystems.com/
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https://stack.care/
https://www.healthpopuli.com/
https://www.lnihealth.com/
https://www.medicalguardian.com/
https://www.originwirelessai.com/applications
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/parks-associates-nearly-one-third-of-seniors-are-considering-purchasing-an-independent-living-system-for-themselves-301201032.html
mailto:ravi@rbala.info
https://www.safely-you.com/
https://www.sensorscall.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Stephen-M.-Golant/e/B009DQWHX0
https://www.joinupside.com/
https://www.virtusense.ai/
https://vayyar.com/
https://www.zemplee.com/
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